The Blockchain of Latin America

Our Mission: To Develop a Distributed Blockchain Network
Utilizing Smart Contracts, Designed for Latin America
Through key partnerships across Latin America and through strategic acquisitions of related
technology, BitcoinLatina is building an ecosystem around decentralized applications. These will
bring efficiencies, create business opportunities and increase Latin American adoption of
blockchain technology.
In the spirit of the original Bitcoin, our focus is on trustless, immutable, decentralized,
peer-to-peer networks of connected computing power; rewarded with a cryptocurrency for
work such as mining, writing code, referring others, community moderation, or otherwise
improving the network.
Under the hood we considered forking several different well-progressed projects based on how
developed their code, how many engineers on the project, how active the community, how
tested the code... Ultimately we felt the best choice for a digital asset management system,
utilizing smart contracts on a distributed network, would be to fork the Ethereum codebase.
We are in the process of innovating upon the existing Ethereum codebase, such that we both
surpass Ethereum itself and give back to the community. These improvements include:
Decentralizing and improving core infrastructure;
Core scaling protocols;
Mobile and lightweight implementations;
Robust and open source wallet infrastructure;
Telecommunications infrastructure for blockchain and data delivery such as Cube
Satellites;
● Knowledge and innovation centers via libraries, universities and related institutions;
●
●
●
●
●

Utilizing our connections and collective team experience in U.S. securities and commodities
regulation, our ecosystem is expected to include a legal, decentralized exchange to trade tokens
and security tokens. We plan to build this infrastructure on the BitcoinLatina blockchain, as well
as the BitShares blockchain. The BitShares blockchain will be used for additional components of
BitcoinLatina infrastructure, such as our “Banking the Unbanked” initiatives. These aspects will
be covered in our second White Paper.

BitcoinLatina is the first blockchain focused entirely on Latin America and has developed a
growing community of volunteers to help the Foundation reach its goals. We also are the first
Foundation to announce our intention to file for a public security offering with the U.S.
Securities & Exchange Commission, separate from our initial cryptocurrency issuance. These
securities will be issued as security tokens on the BitcoinLatina blockchain, and will represent
ownership in the Foundation. This requires that we domicile within the United States,
specifically crypto-friendly Nevada.

Our Initiatives:
Digital Identity
Digital identity refers to any profile in electronic form containing unique identifying information
for organizations, individuals, and other entities. In the context of BitcoinLatina, it is particularly
crucial that entities creating and interacting with accounts and contracts are aware of
identifying information beyond a hexadecimal identifier. The need for such identifying
information can stem from many sources including simple business needs or the further
reduction of fraud and abuse.
Digital identity on BitcoinLatina can come in many forms, both on-chain and off-chain. We don’t
seek to create a new digital identity standard. Rather, we seek to cooperate with existing
standards efforts to integrate best practices for any digital identity use case. An example
on-chain digital identity standard which we will seek to implement is E
 RC 725. ERC 725 is driven
by global standards efforts and organizations such as W3C and Sovrin. By implementing ERC
725, applications built on BitcoinLatina can easily derive authority from external sources.

Digital Assets
Digital assets represent any created and stored programmable asset existing in the form of
quantifiable electronic data. By utilizing blockchain technology, digital assets can be instantly
decentralized, transparent and traceable; and without the need for third parties such as
governments, data centers or financial institutions. The BitcoinLatina blockchain allows users to
register and trade a nearly unlimited variety of digital assets, as well as link these digital and
tangible assets using digital identity.

Smart Contracts

Smart Contracts allow actions to be carried out between digital identities for digital assets or
data in a nearly instant, and trustless, manner. Blockchain technology provides for a
decentralized, secure environment where Smart Contracts can be utilized.
The BitcoinLatina Smart Contract system was created by forking the Ethereum codebase for
seamless integration with their existing developer ecosystem. Ethereum Smart Contract
developers can use the programming languages, tools, and workflow they are accustomed to in
order to develop decentralized applications for BitcoinLatina. By utilizing these pre-existing
tools and communities, BitcoinLatina Smart Contract languages and methods can be learned
and built upon by millions of people around the world.

Application & Ecosystem
The BitcoinLatina Ecosystem is the driving force of our open source community. Achieving our
goal of a Latin American economic network, BitcoinLatina is committed to developing our
Ecosystem, providing solid, easy-to-use development tools, continual improvement of all
development documentation in Spanish, Portuguese and English, a first generation of
educational material and frequently updated training activities, and providing financial support
for projects and services built on the BitcoinLatina blockchain. We support BitcoinLatina-based
applications and services and reward improvements suggested by members of the Ecosystem.
The BitcoinLatina blockchain will be compatible with a wide range of existing Ethereum tools
and methodologies from day-one. As development progresses, we will seek to achieve full
compatibility with all existing Ethereum toolsets. Additionally, we will adapt these existing tools
to better suit the needs of Latin America.
Currently, failure to establish a well-regulated yet non-restrictive environment for Latin
American blockchain growth and development will result in these affected countries falling
behind the rest of the world. If the people of Latin America do not create this environment
themselves, their people will continue to use global blockchains and they will lose control of the
situation, rather than gain control. With BitcoinLatina these nations have the opportunity to
gain that control.

Governance
The BitcoinLatina Foundation is a Nevada benefit corporation established to provide a legal
entity that will provide governance for BitcoinLatina and employ staff and compensate persons
developing, enhancing and promoting the BitcoinLatina network.

In the first quarter of 2018 the Foundation expects to apply for a Regulation A+, Title IV, Tier II
public offering of equity in the Foundation, which will then be a tradable security represented
as a token on the BitcoinLatina blockchain. The Foundation will ultimately be managed by the
BCL cryptocurrency owners.

Timeline
As more volunteers join the BitcoinLatina Foundation, timeline expectations are decreasing in
length. There are now eight team leaders each in charge of a different group of volunteers
focused on a single Foundation task. These tasks include the BitcoinLatina mining pool, wallet,
core blockchain features, and as will soon be announced a way to bank the unbanked in Latin
America, to promote savings and currency stability against inflation and more. All the while the
goal of the foundation is to attract the best engineers, miners, dApp developers and
entrepreneurs by spreading use, awareness and adoption.

Team, Advisors & Partners
Tim Mesker, Prince Francisco de Borbon HRH, Brian Masterson, Liliana Gil Valletta, Sergio
Fernandez de Cordova, David Bolocan, Ileana Rossello, Danilo De Rosa, Sai Pinnamaneni,
Davide Cutrino, Andrew Nguyen, Adam Williams, Klee Walsh, Thomas Rivera, Omkar Pilli,

Zachary Covell, Sebastian Resano, Greg Simon, Janine Terrano, Pete Wasell, Christoph Hering,
Kaspars Sproģis, Steve Hyduchak, John Gotts, PeerChemist, Marv Hagedorn, Dr. Kelli Ward, Sal
Esquivel, Bill Rehm, Lee Perry, and there are many unnamed volunteers across Telegram,
Discord, HR, Attorneys and others. We thank them all for their diligence in helping the
BitcoinLatina Foundation reach its goals.

The BitcoinLatina Cryptocurrency
BitcoinLatina is a tradable cryptocurrency commodity coin, sponsored by the BitcoinLatina
Foundation, with the symbol BCL. In the genesis block of the BitcoinLatina network, one billion
BitcoinLatina coins were generated and are held in the treasury to be given out over the next
ten years.
The majority (80%) of coins will be provided to Latin American university/college students for
work, as grants to entrepreneurs building dApps on the BCL, and to acquire related technology
partners.
Mining will increase the supply by approximately 20,000 coins daily, indefinitely. BitcoinLatina
Cryptocurrencies are subdividable. The minimum unit of a BCL coin is 0.000000000000000001
BCL.
Initially the only coins available for sale on exchanges will be from miners and those doing work
to grow the Foundation through some effort.
Visitors will be able to get a current count of coins at the BitcoinLatina.org website, along
with the last traded price and value based on current real-time circulation. Visitors will
also be able to view a chart with the expected total coins expected to enter circulation
over time.

BCL Cryptocurrency is either earned, granted or mined.
10-Year Distribution of 1 Billion Original BCL Coins
100 million BCL coins are for acquisitions
200 million BCL coins are for entrepreneurs to develop apps & services on the BCL
500 million BCL coins are for university students and Latin American organizations
200 million BCL coins are for the teams, founders & advisors globally over four years

NOTICE REGARDING COMMODITIES
PURCHASING THE BCL CRYPTOCURRENCY DOES NOT CONSTITUTE THE SALE OF A SECURITY
The Foundation intends to file with the U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission for a public
offering of equity in the Foundation. THIS IS NOT THAT EVENT. The BCL cryptocurrency is a
digital coin representing the value of the underlying BitcoinLatina blockchain, based on its
presumed prospects and work accomplished, size of the network, total number of clients,
dApps & services being built on the BCL protocol.
The BCL cryptocurrency, and the plans expressed for it in this white paper, is not meant to
generate profits for any shareholders or private owners, nor does ownership of the BCL
cryptocurrency provide a dividend, revenue sharing model or should the BCL cryptocurrency be
considered a security.
It is, like Bitcoin was determined to be by the United States Securities & Exchange Commission,
a commodity and a cryptocurrency. No BCL coins will ever be sold by the Foundation to the

public, but will instead be provided as a reward for volunteer peer-to-peer work, given as grants
or in exchange for something of value, such as technology, that benefits the Foundation.
The value of any crypto token, coin or security token is a perceived value based on the
speculation of a peer-to-peer network’s interest in a specific underlying blockchain. As the
BitcoinLatina network matures we will see useful applications and services emerge for
consumers, businesses, universities and governments, which could increase the perceived
value of the network represented by the BCL cryptocurrency. Likewise, if BitcoinLatina fails to
materialize or there is no interest from the community the value of the BCL cryptocurrency will
likely fall in perceived value.
Purchasers of the BCL cryptocurrency should not expect a profit from the ownership or resale
of the cryptocurrency and should understand that its value is entirely speculative by nature as it
trades on peer-to-peer exchanges. Therefore, any purchase of the BCL cryptocurrency should
be considered a charity event and should not be considered an investment with any
expectation of profit.
Lastly, the BitcoinLatina Foundation is delivering a finished, forked version of the Ethereum
codebase and will do its best to bring an outside community of developers, entrepreneurs,
consumers, enterprise clients and government users of the BCL with the efforts of volunteers
and donations. With input from outside sources collaborating to fulfill the goals of the
BitcoinLatina Foundation, we will build the blockchain of Latin America.
ANY VALUE ASSIGNED TO THE BCL CRYPTOCURRENCY IF/WHEN IT TRADES ON A PEER-TO-PEER
EXCHANGE REPRESENTS THE VALUE OF THE UNDERLYING BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK AS
PERCEIVED BY THE BUYERS AND SELLERS. THERE SHOULD BE NO EXPECTATION OF PROFIT. IF
YOU PARTICIPATE IN AN EXCHANGE OF ANY DIGITAL COINS IN A PEER-TO-PEER EXCHANGE BE
AWARE THERE IS GREAT RISK ASSOCIATED WITH SPECULATING IN THE BUYING AND SELLING OF
ANYTHING, ESPECIALLY PRIVATE EARLY-STAGE COMPANIES, AND YOU SHOULD CONSULT AN
INVESTMENT SPECIALIST BEFORE MAKING A DECISION TO PURCHASE BCL CRYPTOCURRENCY
OR ANY SPECULATIVE COMMODITY REPRESENTING SOMETHING OUTSIDE YOUR AREA/S OF
EXPERTISE.
THERE SHOULD BE NO EXPECTATION THAT OTHERS WILL MANAGE OR BUILD ANYTHING WITH
THE FUNDS YOU DONATE ON AN EXCHANGE. IT IS EXPECTED THAT THE BITCOINLATINA
FOUNDATION WILL GENERATE REVENUE AND RAISE CAPITAL THROUGH PRIVATE/PUBLIC
FUNDING ROUNDS OR RELY ON DONATIONS TO FUND OPERATIONS.
THE BCL CRYPTOCURRENCY IS A TRADABLE COMMODITY COIN ISSUED BY THE BITCOINLATINA
FOUNDATION AND THERE IS NO INITIAL VALUE GIVEN TO THE COIN BY THE FOUNDATION.

FURTHERMORE, IT IS POSSIBLE THAT NO VALUE IS GIVEN IN A PEER-TO-PEER EXCHANGE.
ALL VIRTUAL CURRENCY EXCHANGES ARE RELATIVELY NEW AND NOT ALL MAY BE FOLLOWING
THE RULES, REGULATIONS AND LAWS OF THE U.S. SECURITIES & EXCHANGE COMMISSION, THE
U.S. COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION, OR U.S. MONEY TRANSFER LAWS, AND ANY
EXCHANGE/S COULD BE CLOSED AS A RESULT OF POTENTIAL INFRACTIONS. THE FOUNDATION
WILL DO ITS BEST TO PROVIDE A LEGAL PLATFORM TO CONDUCT PEER-TO-PEER CRYPTO
TRANSACTIONS WITHIN ALL GLOBAL JURISDICTIONS FOR BCL COINS AS WELL AS OTHER LEGAL
CRYPTOCURRENCIES, TOKENS & SECURITY TOKENS THROUGH THE CREATION OF AN
EXCHANGE AND BY LISTING THE COIN AT WHAT WE CONSIDER TO BE LEGAL, DECENTRALIZED
EXCHANGES. *-THE BITCOINLATINA FOUNDATION MAKES NO GUARANTEES THAT FUTURE
MARKETS WILL EXIST FOR TRADING THE BCL CRYPTOCURRENCY OR THAT WE WILL MAKE THE
CORRECT DECISIONS IN WHICH EXCHANGES ARE OPERATING WITHIN THE LAW. WE WILL
ALWAYS DO OUR BEST TO CHOOSE WISELY.
The Foundation will post audited financials annually, at the end of the first quarter, for the
following fiscal year (FY). The Foundation’s first audited financials for FY-2018 will be made
available no later than March 15, 2019. The Foundation is operated in an ethical, accountable
manner.

Summary
BitcoinLatina is a native-language-documented platform for developers and entrepreneurs to
easily build apps and services. BitcoinLatina is the nucleus of the blockchain opportunity in
Latin America.

